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Abstract

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) are widely applied to graph learning problems1

such as node classification. When scaling up the underlying graphs of GNNs to a2

larger size, we are forced to either train on the complete graph and keep the full3

graph adjacency and node embeddings in memory (which is often infeasible) or4

mini-batch sample the graph (which results in exponentially growing computational5

complexities with respect to the number of GNN layers). Various sampling-based6

and historical-embedding-based methods are proposed to avoid this exponential7

growth of complexities. However, none of these solutions eliminates the linear8

dependence on graph size. This paper proposes a sketch-based algorithm whose9

training time and memory grow sublinearly with respect to graph size by training10

GNNs atop a few compact sketches of graph adjacency and node embeddings.11

Based on polynomial tensor-sketch (PTS) theory, our framework provides a novel12

protocol for sketching non-linear activations and graph convolution matrices in13

GNNs, as opposed to existing methods that sketch linear weights or gradients14

in neural networks. In addition, we develop a locality sensitive hashing (LSH)15

technique that can be trained to improve the quality of sketches. Experiments on16

large-graph benchmarks demonstrate the scalability and competitive performance17

of our Sketch-GNNs versus their full-size GNN counterparts.18

1 Introduction19

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) have achieved the state-of-the-art graph learning in numerous20

applications, including classification [26], clustering [3], recommendation systems [42], social21

networks [16] and more, through representation learning of target nodes using information aggregated22

from neighborhoods in the graph. The manner in which GNNs utilize graph topology, however,23

makes it challenging to scale learning to larger graphs or deeper models with desirable computational24

and memory efficiency. Full-batch training that stores the Laplacian of the complete graph suffers25

from a memory complexity of O(m+ ndL+ d2L) on an n-node, m-edge graph with node features26

of dimension d when employing an L-layer graph convolutional network (GCN). This linear memory27

complexity dependence on n and the limited memory capacity of GPUs make it difficult to train on28

large graphs with millions of nodes or more. As an example, the MAG240M-LSC dataset [21] is a29

node classification benchmark with over 240 million nodes that takes over 202 GB of GPU memory30

when fully loaded.31

To address the memory constraints, two major lines of research are proposed: (1) Sampling-based32

approaches [18, 11, 12, 14, 44] based on the idea of implementing message passing only between33

the neighbors within a sampled mini-batch; (2) Historical-embedding based techniques, such as34

GNNAutoScale [17] and VQ-GNN [15]), which maintain the expressive power of GNNs on sampled35

subgraphs using historical embeddings. However, all of these methods require the number of mini-36

batches to be proportional to the size of the graph for fixed memory consumption. In other words,37
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they significantly increase computational time complexity in exchange for memory efficiency when38

scaling up to large graphs. For example, training a 4-layer GCN with just 333K parameters (1.3 MB)39

for 500 epochs on ogbn-papers100M can take more than 2 days on a powerful AWS p4d.24x large40

instance [21].41

We seek to achieve efficient training of GNNs with time and memory complexities sublinear in42

graph size without significant accuracy degradation. Despite the difficulty of this goal, it should be43

achievable given that (1) the number of learnable parameters in GNNs is independent of the graph44

size, and (2) training may not require a traversal of all local neighborhoods on a graph, but rather45

only the most representative ones (thus sublinear in graph size) as some neighborhoods may be46

very similar. In addition, commonly-used GNNs are typically small and shallow with limited model47

capacity and expressive power, indicating that a modest proportion of data may suffice.48

This paper presents Sketch-GNN, a framework for training GNNs with sublinear time and memory49

complexity with respect to graph size. Using the idea of sketching, which maps high-dimensional50

data structures to a lower dimension through entry hashing, we sketch the n× n adjacency matrix51

and the n × d node feature matrix to a few c × c and c × d sketches respectively before training,52

where c is the sketch dimension. While most existing literature focuses on sketching linear weights53

or gradients, we introduce a method for sketching non-linear activation units using polynomial tensor54

sketch theory [19]. This preserves prediction accuracy while avoiding the need to “unsketch” back to55

the original high dimensional graph-node space n, thereby eliminating the dependence of training56

complexity on the underlying graph size n. Moreover, we propose to learn and update the sketches in57

an online manner using learnable locality sensitive hashing (LSH) [9]. This reduces the performance58

loss by adaptively enhancing the sketch quality while incurring minor overhead sublinear in graph size.59

In practice, we find that the sketch-ratio c/n required to maintain “full-graph” model performance60

drops as n increases; as a result, our Sketch-GNN enjoys sublinear training scalability.61

Sketch-GNN applies sketching techniques to GNNs to achieve training complexity sublinear to the62

data size. This is fundamentally different from the few existing works which sketch the weights or63

gradients [29, 13, 25, 28, 36] to reduce the memory footprint of the model and speed up optimization.64

Our approach is flexible to architecture and has the potential to be generalized to other neural networks65

and data types, e.g., CNNs on gigapixel images. To the best of our knowledge, Sketch-GNN is the66

first sub-linear complexity training algorithm for GNNs based on LSH and tensor sketching. The67

sublinear efficiency obtained applies not only to GNNs with a fixed convolution matrix, such as68

GCN [26] and GraphSAGE [18], but also to GNNs with learnable convolution matrices, such as69

GAT [38].70

Experiments on several large graph datasets, such as ogbn-product [21] with 2.45M nodes, demon-71

strate that Sketch-GNNs can match the performance of the standard model trained on the complete72

graph, while requiring significantly reduced computations and memory for both fixed (GCN, Graph-73

SAGE) and learnable convolution (GAT) models. For instance, SketchGCN on ogbn-arxiv [21]74

is 72% and 55% faster than the corresponding full-graph and sampling-based (GraphSAINT [44])75

baselines, while the pre-processing time is just 14% of overall reduction (when running 500 epochs).76

2 Preliminaries77

Basic Notations. Consider a graph with n nodes andm edges. Connectivity is given by the adjacency78

matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×n and features on nodes are represented by the matrix X ∈ Rn×d, where d is the79

number of features. Given a matrix C, let Ci,j , Ci,:, and C:,j denote its (i, j)-th entry, i-th row, and80

j-th column, respectively. � denotes the element-wise (Hadamard) product, whereas C�k represents81

the k-th order element-wise power. ‖ · ‖F is the symbol for the Frobenius norm. In ∈ Rn×n denotes82

the identity matrix, whereas 1n ∈ Rn is the vector whose elements are all ones. Med{·} represents83

the element-wise median over a set of matrices. Superscripts are used to indicate multiple instances84

of the same kind of variable; for instance, X(l) ∈ Rn×dl are the node representations on layer l.85

Unified Framework of GNNs. A Graph Neural Network (GNN) layer receives the node representa-86

tion of the preceding layer X(l) ∈ Rn×d as input and outputs a new representation X(l+1) ∈ Rn×d,87

where X = X(0) ∈ Rn×d are the input features. Although GNNs are designed following different88

guiding principles, such as neighborhood aggregation (GraphSAGE), spatial convolution (GCN),89

self-attention (GAT), and Weisfeiler-Lehman (WL) alignment (GIN [43]), the great majority of90

GNNs can be interpreted as performing message passing on node features, followed by feature91
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transformation and an activation function. The update rule of these GNNs can be summarized as [15]92

X(l+1) = σ
(∑

q C
(q)X(l)W (l,q)

)
. (1)

Where C(q) ∈ Rn×n denotes the q-th convolution matrix that defines the message passing operator,93

q ∈ Z+ is index of convolution, σ(·) is some choice of nonlinear activation function, and W (l,q) ∈94

Rdl×dl+1 denotes the learnable linear weight matrix for the l-th layer and q-th filter. GNNs under this95

paradigm differ from each other by their choice of convolution matrices C(q), which can be either96

fixed (GCN and GraphSAGE) or learnable (GAT). In Appendix A.1, we re-formulate a number of97

well-known GNNs under this framework. Unless otherwise specified, we assume q = 1 and d = dl98

for every layer l ∈ [L] for notational convenience.99

Count Sketch and Tensor Sketch. (1) Count sketch [7, 40] is an efficient dimensionality re-100

duction method that projects an n-dimensional vector u into a smaller c-dimensional space us-101

ing a random hash table h : [n] → [c] and a binary Rademacher variable s : [n] → {±1},102

where [n] = {1, . . . , n}. Count sketch is defined as CS(u)i =
∑
h(j)=i s(j)uj , which is a103

linear transformation of u, i.e., CS(u) = Ru. Here, R ∈ Rc×n denotes the so-called count104

sketch matrix, which has exactly one non-zero element per column. (2) Tensor sketch [31] is105

proposed as a generalization of count sketch to the tensor product of vectors. Given z ∈ Rn106

and an order k, consider a k number of i.i.d. hash tables h(1), . . . , h(k) : [n] → [c] and i.i.d.107

binary Rademacher variables s(1), . . . , s(k) : [n] → {±1}. Tensor sketch also projects vector108

z ∈ Rn into Rc, and is defined as TSk(z)i =
∑
h(j1,··· ,jk)=i s

(1)(j1) · · · s(k)(jk)zj1 · · · zjk , where109

h(j1, · · · , jk) = (h(1)(j1) + · · · + h(k)(jk)) mod c. By definition, a tensor sketch of order k = 1110

degenerates to count sketch; TS1(·) = CS(·). (3) We define count sketch of a matrix U ∈ Rd×n as the111

count sketch of each row vector individually, i.e., CS(U) ∈ Rd×c where [CS(U)]i,: = CS(Ui,:). The112

tensor sketch of a matrix is defined in the same way. Pham and Pagh [31] devise a fast computation113

of tensor sketch of U ∈Rd×n (sketch dimension c and order k) using count sketches and the Fast114

Fourier Transform (FFT):115

TSk(U) = FFT−1

(⊙k
p=1 FFT

(
CS(p)(U)

))
, (2)

where CS(p)(·) is the count sketch with hash function h(p) and Rademacher variable s(p). FFT(·)116

and FFT−1(·) are the FFT and its inverse applied to each row of a matrix.117

Locality Sensitive Hashing. The definition of count sketch and tensor sketch is based on hash118

table(s) that only requires a data independent uniformity, i.e., with high probability the hash-buckets119

are of similar size. In contrast, locality sensitive hashing (LSH) is a hashing scheme that uses120

locality-sensitive hash function H : Rd → [c] to ensure that nearby vectors are hashed into the121

same bucket (out of c buckets in total) with high probability while distant ones are not. SimHash122

achieves the locality-sensitive property by employing random projections [8]. Given a random matrix123

P ∈ Rc/2×d, SimHash defines a locality-sensitive hash function124

H(u) = arg max ([Pu ‖ −Pu]) , (3)
where [· ‖ ·] denotes concatenation of two vectors and arg max returns the index of the largest125

element. SimHash is efficient for large batches of vectors [1]. In this paper, we apply a learnable126

version of SimHash that is proposed by Chen et al. [9], in which the projection matrix P is updated127

using gradient descent; see Section 3.3 for details.128

3 Sketch-GNN Framework via Polynomial Tensor Sketch129

Problem and Insights. We intend to develop a “sketched counterpart” of GNNs, where training130

is based solely on (dimensionality-reduced) compact sketches of the convolution and node feature131

matrices, the sizes of which can be set independently of the graph size n. In each layer, Sketch-GNN132

receives some sketches of the convolution matrix C and node representation matrix X(l) and outputs133

some sketches of the node representations X(l+1). As a result, the memory and time complexities134

are inherently independent of n. The bottleneck of this problem is estimating the nonlinear activated135

product σ(CX(l)W (l)), where W (l) is the learnable weight of the l-th layer.136

Before considering the nonlinear activation, as a first step, we approximate the linear product137

CX(l)W (l), using dimensionality reduction techniques such as random projections and low-rank138

decompositions. As a direct corollary of the (distributional) Johnson–Lindenstrauss (JL) lemma [24],139

there exists a projection matrix R ∈ Rc×n such that CX(l)W (l) ≈
(
CRT

) (
RX(l)W (l)

)
[15].140
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Tensor sketch is one of the techniques that can achieve the JL bound [2]; for an error bound, see141

Lemma 1 in Appendix B.142

Count sketch offers a good estimation of a matrix product, CX(l)W (l) ≈ CS(C)CS((X(l)W (l))T)T.143

While tensor sketch can be used to approximate the power of matrix product, i.e., (CX(l)W (l))�k ≈144

TSk(C)TSk((X(l)W (l))T)T, where (·)�k is the k-th order element-wise power. If we combine the145

estimators of element-wise powers of CX(l)W (l), we can approximate the (element-wise) activation146

σ(·) on CX(l)W (l). This technique is known as a polynomial tensor sketch (PTS) and is discussed147

in [19]. In this paper, we apply PTS to sketch the message passing of GNNs, including the nonlinear148

activations.149

3.1 Sketch-GNN: Approximated Update Rules150

Polynomial Tensor Sketch. Our goal is to approximate the update rule of GNNs (Eq. (1)) in each151

layer. We first expand the element-wise non-linearity σ as a power series, and then approximate the152

powers using count/tensor sketch, i.e.,153

X(l+1) = σ(CX(l)W (l)) ≈
∑r

k=1
ck
(
CX(l)W (l))�k ≈

∑r

k=1
ck TSk(C) TSk

(
(X(l)W (l))T

)T
, (4)

where the k = 0 term always evaluates to zero as σ(0) = 0. In Eq. (4), coefficients ck are154

introduced to enable learning or data-driven selection of the weights when combing the terms of155

different order k. This allows for the approximation of a variety of nonlinear activation functions,156

such as sigmoid and ReLU. The error of this approximation relies on the precise estimation of the157

coefficients {ck}rk=1. To identify the coefficients, Han et al. [19] design a coreset-based regression158

algorithm, which requires at least O(n) additional time and memory. Since the coefficients {ck}rk=1159

that achieve the best performance for the classification tasks do not necessarily approximate a160

known activation, we propose learning the coefficients {ck}rk=1 to optimize the classification loss161

directly using gradient descent with simple L2 regularization. Experiments indicate that the learned162

coefficients can approximate the sigmoid activation with relative errors comparable to those of the163

coreset-based method; see Fig. 1a in Section 5.164

Approximated Update Rules. The remaining step is to approximate the operations of GNNs using165

PTS (Eq. (4)) on sketches of convolution matrix C and node representation matrix X(l). Consider r166

pairwise-independent count sketches {CS(k)(·)}rk=1 with sketch dimension c, associated with hash167

tables h(1), . . . , h(r) and binary Rademacher variables s(1), . . . , s(r), defined prior to training an168

L-layer Sketch-GNN. Using these hash tables and Rademacher variables, we may also construct169

tensor sketches {TSk(·)}rk=2 up to the maximum order r.170

In Sketch-GNN, sketches of node representations (instead of the O(n) standard representation) are171

propagated between layers. To get rid of the dependence on n, we count sketch both sides of Eq. (4)172

S
(l+1,k′)
X := CS(k′)((X(l+1))T

)
≈ CS(k′)(∑r

k=1
c
(l)
k TSk

(
(X(l)W (l))T

)
TSk(C)T

)
=
∑r

k=1
c
(l)
k TSk

(
(X(l)W (l))T

)
CS(k′)(TSk(C)T

)
=
∑r

k=1
c
(l)
k FFT−1

(⊙k

p=1
FFT

(
(W (l))TS

(l,p)
X

))
S

(l,k,k′)
C ,

(5)

where S(l+1,k′)
X = CS(k′)((X(l+1))T) ∈ Rd×c is the transpose of column-wise count sketch of173

X(l+1), and the superscripts of S(l+1,k′)
X indicate that it is the k′-th count sketch of X(l+1) (i.e.,174

sketched by CS(k)(·)). In the second line of Eq. (5), we can move the matrix, c(l)k TSk((X(l)W (l))T),175

multiplied on the left to TSk(C)T out of the count sketch function CS(k′)(·), since the operation of176

row-wise count sketch CS(k′)(·) is equivalent to multiplying the associated count sketch matrix R(k′)177

on the right, i.e., for any U ∈ Rn×n, CS(k′)(U) = UR(k′). In the third line of Eq. (5), we denote the178

“two-sided sketch” of the convolution matrix as S(l,k,k′)
C := CS(k′)(TSk(C)T) ∈ Rc×c and expand179

the tensor sketch TSk((X(l)W (l))T) using the FFT-based formula (Eq. (2)).180

Eq. (5) is the (recursive) update rule of Sketch-GNN, which approximates the operation of the181

original GNN and learns the sketches of representations. Looking at the both ends of Eq. (5), we182

obtain a formula that approximates the sketches of X(l+1) using the sketches of X(l) and C, with183

learnable weights W (l) ∈ Rd×d and coefficients {c(l)k ∈ R}rk=1. The forward-pass and backward-184

propagation between the input sketches {S(0,k)
X }rk=1 and the sketches of the final layer representations185

{S(L,k)}rk=1 take O(c) time and memory (see Section 3.3 for complexity details).186
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3.2 Error Bound on Estimated Representation187

Based on Lemma 1 and the results in [19], we establish an error bound on the estimated final layer188

representation X̃(L) for GCN; see Appendix B for the proof and discussions.189

Theorem 1. For a Sketch-GNN with L layers, the estimated final layer representation is190

X̃(L) = Med{R(k)S
(L,k)
X | k = 1, · · · , r}, where the sketches are recursively computed us-191

ing Eq. (5). For Γ(l) = max{5‖X(l)W (l)‖2F , (2 + 3r)
∑
i(
∑
j [X

(l)W (l)]i,j)
r}, it holds that192

E(‖X(L) − X̃(L)‖2F )/‖X(L)‖2F ≤
∏L
l=1(1 + 2/(1 + cλ(l)2

/nrΓ(l))) − 1, where λ(l) ≥ 0 is the193

smallest singular value of the matrix Z ∈ Rnd×r and Z:,k is the vectorization of (CX(l)W (l))�k.194

Moreover, if (c(λ(l))2/nrΓ(l))� 1 holds true for every layer, the relative error is O(L(n/c)), which195

is proportional to the depth of the model, and inversely proportional to the sketch ratio (c/n).196

Remarks. Despite the fact that in Theorem 1 the error bound grows for smaller sketch ratios c/n,197

we observe in experiments that the sketch-ratio required for competitive performance decreases as198

n increases; see Section 5. As for the number of independent sketches r, we know from Lemma 1199

that the dependence of r on n is r = Ω(3logc n) which is negligible when n is not too small; thus, in200

practice r = 3 is used.201

The theoretical framework may not completely correspond to reality. Experimentally, the coefficients202

{{c(l)k }rk=1}Ll=1 with the highest performance do not necessarily approximate a known activation. We203

defer the challenging problem of bounding the error of sketches and coefficients learned by gradients204

to future studies. Although the error bound is in expectation, we do not train over different sketches205

per iteration due to the instability caused by randomness. Instead, we introduce learnable locality206

sensitive hashing (LSH) in the next section to counteract the approximation limitations caused by the207

fixed number of sketches.208

3.3 A Practical Implementation: Learning Sketches using LSH209

Motivations of Learnable Sketches. In Section 3, we apply polynomial tensor sketch (PTS) to210

approximate the operations of GNNs on sketches of the convolution and feature matrices. Nonetheless,211

the pre-computed sketches are fixed during training, resulting in two major drawbacks: (1) The212

performance is limited by the quality of the initial sketches. For example, if the randomly-generated213

hash tables {h(k)}rk=1 have unevenly distributed buckets, there will be more hash collisions and214

consequently worse sketch representations. The performance will suffer because only sketches are215

used in training. (2) More importantly, when multiple Sketch-GNN layers are stacked, the input216

representation X(l) changes during training (starting from the second layer). Fixed hash tables are217

not tailored to the “changing” hidden representations.218

We seek a method for efficiently constructing high-quality hash tables tailored for each hidden219

embedding. Locality sensitive hashing (LSH) is a suitable tool since it is data-dependent and220

preserves data similarity by hashing similar vectors into the same bucket. This can significantly221

improve the quality of sketches by reducing the errors due to hash collisions.222

Combining LSH with Sketching. At the time of sketching, the hash table h(k) : [n] → [c] is223

replaced with an LSH function H(k) : Rd → [c], for any k ∈ [r]. Specifically, in the l-th layer of a224

Sketch-GNN, we hash the i-th node to the H(k)(X
(l)
i,: )-th bucket for every i ∈ [n], where X(l)

i,: is the225

embedding vector of node i. As a result, we define a data-dependent hash table226

h(l,k)(i) = H(k)(X
(l)
i,: ) (6)

that can be used for computing the sketches of S(l,k)
X and S(l,k,k′)

C . This LSH-based sketching can227

be directly applied to sketch the fixed convolution matrix and the input feature matrix. If SimHash228

is used, i.e., H(k)(u) = arg max
([
P (k)u ‖ −P (k)u

])
(Eq. (3)), an additional O(ncr(log c + d))229

computational overhead is introduced to hash the n nodes for the r hash tables during preprocessing;230

see Appendix F more information. SimHash(es) are implemented as simple matrix multiplications231

that are practically very fast.232

In order to employ LSH-based hash functions customized to each layer to sketch the hidden repre-233

sentations of a Sketch-GNN (i.e., l = 2, . . . , L− 1), we face two major challenges: (1) Unless we234

explicitly unsketch in each layer, the estimated hidden representations X̃(l)(l = 2, . . . , L− 1) cannot235

be accessed and used to compute the hash tables. However, unsketching any hidden representation,236

i.e., X̃(l) = Med{R(k)S
(l,k)
X | k = 1, · · · , r}, requires O(n) memory and time. We need to come237
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up with an efficient algorithm that updates the hash tables without having to unsketch the complete238

representation. (2) It’s unclear how to change the underlying hash table of a sketch across layers239

without unsketching to the n-dimensional space, even if we know the most up-to-date hash tables240

suited to each layer.241

The challenge (2), i.e., changing the underlying hash table of across layers, can be solved by242

maintaining a sparse c× c matrix T (l,k) := R(l,k)(R(l+1,k))T for each k ∈ [r], which only requires243

O(cr) memory and time overhead; see Appendix C for more information and detailed discussions.244

We focus on challenge (1) for the remainder of this section.245

Online Learning of Sketches. To learn a hash table tailored for a hidden layer using LSH without246

unsketching, we develop an efficient algorithm to update the LSH function using only a size-|B|247

subset of the length-n unsketched representations, where B denotes a subset of nodes we select. This248

algorithm, which we term online learning of sketches, is made up of two key parts: (Part 1) select a249

subset of nodes B ⊆ [n] to effectively update the hash table, and (Part 2) update the LSH function250

H(·) with a triplet loss computed using this subset.251

(1) Selection of subset B: Because model parameters are updated slowly during neural network252

training, the data-dependent LSH hash tables also changes slowly (this behavior was detailed in [9]).253

The amount of updates to the hash table drops very fast along with training, empirically verified254

in Fig. 1b (left) in Section 5. Based on this insight, we only need to update a small fraction of the255

hash table during training. To identify this subset B ∈ [n] of nodes, gradient signals can be used.256

Intuitively, a node representation vector hashed into the wrong bucket will be aggregated with distant257

vectors and lead to larger errors and subsequently larger gradient signals. Specifically, we propose258

finding the candidate set B of nodes by taking the union of the several buckets with the largest259

gradients, i.e., B = {i | h(l,k)(i) = arg maxj [S
(l,k)
X ]j,: for some k}. The memory and overhead260

required to update the entries in B in the hash table is O(|B|).261

(2) Update of LSH function: In order to update the projection matrix P that defines a SimHash262

H(k) : Rd → [c] (Eq. (3)), instead of the O(n) full triplet loss introduced by [9], we consider a263

sampled version of the triplet loss on the candidate set B with O(|B|) complexity, namely264

L(H,P+,P−) = max

{
0,
∑

(u,v)∈P− cos(H(u), H(v))−
∑

(u,v)∈P+
cos(H(u), H(v)) + α

}
, (7)

where P+ = {(X̃i,:, X̃j,:) | i, j ∈ B, 〈X̃i,:, X̃j,:〉 > t+} and P− = {(X̃:,i, X̃:,j) | i, j ∈265

B, 〈X̃:,i, X̃:,j〉 < t−} are the similar and dissimilar node-pairs in the subset B; t+ > t− and266

α > 0 are hyper-parameters. This triplet loss L(H,P+,P−) is used to update P using gradient267

descent, as described in [9], with a O(c|B|d+ |B|2) overhead. Experimental validation of this LSH268

update mechanism can be found in Fig. 1b in Section 5.269

Avoiding O(n) in Loss Evaluation. We can estimate the final layer representation using the r270

sketches {S(L,k)}rk=1, i.e., X̃(L) = Med{R(k)S
(L,k)
X | k = 1, · · · , r} and compute the losses of all271

nodes for node classification (or some node pairs for link prediction). However, the complexity of272

loss evaluation is O(n), proportional to the number of ground-truth labels. In order to avoid O(n)273

complexity completely, rather than un-sketching the node representation for all labeled nodes, we274

employ the locality sensitive hashing (LSH) technique again for loss calculation so that only a subset275

of node losses are evaluated based on a set of hash tables. Specifically, we construct an LSH hash276

table for each class in a node classification problem, which indexes all of the labeled nodes of this277

class and can be utilized to choose the nodes with poor predictions by leveraging the locality property.278

This technique, introduced in [10], is known as sparse forward-pass and back-propagation, and we279

defer the descriptions to Appendix C.280

One-time Preprocessing. If the convolution matrix C is fixed (GCN, GraphSAGE), the “two-sided281

sketch” S(l,k,k′)
C = CS(k′)(TSk(C)T) ∈ Rc×c is the same in each layer and may be denoted as282

S
(k,k′)
C . In addition, all of the r2 sketches of C, i.e., {{S(k,k′)

C ∈ Rc×c}rk=1}rk′=1 can be computed283

during the preprocessing phase. If the convolution matrix C is sparse (which is true for most GNNs284

following Eq. (1) on a sparse graph), we can use the sparse matrix representations for the sketches285

{{S(k,k′)
C ∈ Rc×c}rk=1}rk′=1, and the total memory taken by the r2 sketches is O(r2c(m/n)) where286

(2m/n) is the average node degree (see Appendix F for details). We also need to compute the r count287

sketches of the input node feature matrix X = X(0), i.e., {S(0,k)
X }rk=1 during preprocessing, which288
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requires O(rcd) memory in total. In this regard, we have substituted the input data with compact289

graph-size independent sketches (i.e., O(c) memory). Although the preprocessing time required to290

compute these sketches is O(n), it is a one-time cost prior to training, and it is widely known that291

sketching is practically very fast.292

Complexities of Sketch-GCN. The theoretical complexities of Sketch-GNN is summarized as293

follows, where for simplicity we assume bounded maximum node degree, i.e., m = O(n). (1)294

Training Complexity: (1a) Forward and backward propagation: O(Lcrd(log(c) + d+m/n)) =295

O(c) time and O(Lr(cd + rm/n)) = O(c) memory. (1b) Hash and sketch update: O(Lr(c +296

|B|d)) = O(c) time and memory. (2) Preprocessing: O(r(rm + n + c)) = O(n) time and297

O(rc(d + rm/n)) = O(c) memory. (3) Inference: O(Ld(m + nd)) = O(n) time and O(m +298

Ld(n + d)) = O(n) memory (the same as a standard GCN). We defer a detailed summary of the299

theoretical complexities of Sketch-GNN to Appendix F.300

We generalize Sketch-GNN to more GNN models in Appendix D and the pseudo-code which outlines301

the complete workflow of Sketch-GNN can be find in Appendix E.302

4 Related Work303

Scalable methods for GNNs can be categorized into four classes, all of them still require linear304

training complexities. (A) On a large sparse graph with n nodes and m edges, the “full-graph”305

training of a L-layer GCN with d-dimensional (hidden) features per layer requiresO(m+ndL+d2L)306

memory and O(mdL+ nd2L) epoch time. (B) Sampling-based methods sample mini-batches from307

the complete graph following three schemes: (1) node-wisely sample a subset of neighbors in308

each layer to reduce the neighborhood size; (2) layer-wisely sample a set of nodes independently309

in each layer; (3) subgraph-wisely sample a subgraph directly and simply forward-pass and back-310

propagate on that subgraph. (B.1) GraphSAGE [18] samples r neighbors for each node while ignoring311

messages from other neighbors. O(brL) nodes are sampled in a mini-batch (where b is the mini-batch312

size), and the epoch time is O(ndrL); therefore, GraphSAGE is impractical for deep GNNs on a313

large graph. FastGCN [12] and LADIES [46] are layer-sampling methods that apply importance314

sampling to reduce variance. (B.2) The subgraph-wise scheme has the best performance and is315

most prevalent. Cluster-GCN [14] partitions the graph into many densely connected subgraphs and316

samples a subset of subgraphs (with edges between subgraphs added back) for training per iteration.317

GraphSAINT [44] samples a set of nodes and uses the induced subgraph for mini-batch training.318

Both Cluster-GCN and GraphSAINT require O(mdL + nd2L) epoch time, which is the same as319

“full-graph” training, although Cluster-GCN also needs O(m) pre-processing time. (C) Apart from320

sampling strategies, historical-embedding-based methods propose mitigating sampling errors and321

improving performance using some stored embeddings. GNNAutoScale [17] keeps a snapshot of322

all embeddings in CPU memory, leading to a large O(ndL) memory overhead. VQ-GNN [15]323

maintains a vector quantized data structure for the historical embeddings, whose size is independent324

of n. (D) Linearized GNNs [41, 4, 32] replace the message passing operation in each layer with a325

one-time message passing during preprocessing. They are practically efficient, but the theoretical326

complexities remain O(n). Linearized models usually over-simplify the corresponding GNN and327

limit its expressive power.328

Towards sublinear GNNs. Nearly all existing scalable methods focus on mini-batching the large329

graph and resolving the memory bottleneck of GNNs, without reducing the epoch training time.330

Few recent work focus on graph compression [22, 23] can also achieve sublinear training time by331

coarsening (e.g., using [30]) the graph during preprocessing and training GNNs on the coarsened332

graph with fewer nodes and edges. Nevertheless, this strategy suffers from two issues: (1) Although333

graph coarsening is a one-time cost, the memory and time overheads are often worse than O(n)334

and can be prohibitively large on graphs with over 100K nodes. Even the fastest graph coarsening335

algorithm used by [22] takes more than 68 minutes to process the 233K-node Reddit graph [44];336

see Table 1. The long preprocessing time renders any training speedups meaningless. (2) The test337

performance of a model trained on the coarsened graph highly depends on the GNN type. Although338

the performance of [22] on GCN is good, significant performance degradations are observed on339

GraphSAGE and GAT; see Section 5.340

We defer discussion of more scalable GNN papers and the broad literature of sketching and LHS for341

neural networks to Appendix G.342
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Figure 1: Figure 1a Relative errors when applying polynomial tensor sketch (PTS) to the nonlinear unit
σ(CXW ) following Eq. (4). The dataset used is Cora [33]. σ is the sigmoid activation. We set r = 5
and test on a GCN with fixed W = Id ∈ Rd×d. The coefficients {ck}rk=1 can be computed by a coreset
regression [19] (blue), by a Taylor expansion of σ(·) (orange), or learned from gradient descent proposed by us
(green). Figure 1b The left plot shows the Hamming distance changes of the hash table in the 2nd layer during
the training of a 2-layer Sketch-GCN, where the hash table is constructed from the unsketched representation
X̃(1) using SimHash. The right plot shows the Hamming distances between the hash table learned using our
algorithm and the hash table constructed directly from X̃(1).

Table 1: Time and memory efficiencies of Sketch-GNN versus other scalable methods.
Benchmark ogbn-arxiv Reddit

Efficiency Measure Preprocessing Time Epoch Time Train Memory Preprocessing Time Epoch Time Train Memory

“Full-Graph” (oracle) — 0.49 s 983 MB — OOM1 OOM

GraphSAINT — 0.30 s 31.4 MB — 2.09 s 977 MB
VQ-GNN — 0.37 s 48.9 MB — 2.16 s 1281 MB

Coarsening 358 s 0.20 s 22.1 MB 4123 s 1.04 s 530 MB

Sketch-GNN (ours) 27 s 0.13 s 38.7 MB 141 s 0.81 s 748 MB
1 “OOM” refers to “out of memory”.

Table 2: Performance of Sketch-GNN in comparison to Graph Coarsening [22] on ogbn-arxiv.
Benchmark ogbn-arxiv

GNN Model GCN GraphSAGE GAT

“Full-Graph” (oracle) .7174± .0029 .7149± .0027 .7233± .0045

Sketch Ratio (c/n) 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.4

Coarsening .6508± .0091 .6665± .0010 .6892± .0035 .5264± .0251 .5996± .0134 .6609± .0061 .5177± .0028 .5946± .0027 .6307± .0041
Sketch-GNN (ours) .6913± .0154 .7004± .0096 .7028± .0087 .6929± .0194 .6963± .0056 .7048± .0080 .6967± .0067 .6910± .0135 .7053± .0034

Table 3: Performance of Sketch-GNN versus SGC [41], GraphSAINT [44], and VQ-GNN [15].
Benchmark ogbn-arxiv Reddit ogbn-product

SGC .6944± .0005 .9464± .0011 .6683± .0029

GNN Model GCN GraphSAGE GAT GCN GraphSAGE GAT GCN GraphSAGE GAT

“Full-Graph” (oracle) .7174± .0029 .7149± .0027 .7233± .0045 OOM OOM +/ OOM OOM OOM OOM

GraphSAINT .7079± .0057 .6987± .0039 .7117± .0032 .9225± .0057 .9581± .0074 .9431± .0067 .7602± .0021 .7908± .0024 .7971± .0042
VQ-GNN .7055± .0033 .7028± .0047 .7043± .0034 .9399± .0021 .9449± .0024 .9438± .0059 .7524± .0032 .7809± .0019 .7823± .0049

Sketch Ratio (c/n) 0.4 0.3 0.2

Sketch-GNN (ours) .7028± .0087 .7048± .0080 .7053± .0034 .9280± .0034 0.9485± .0061 .9326± .0063 .7659± .0086 .7851± .0071 .7797± .0101

In this section, we evaluate the proposed Sketch-GNN algorithm and compare it with the (oracle) “full-344

graph” training baseline, a graph-coarsening based method (Coarsening [22]) which has sublinear345

training time, and other scalable methods including: a sampling-based method (GraphSAINT [44]),346

a historical-embedding based method (VQ-GNN [15]), and a linearized GNN (SGC [41]). We test347

on several large graph benchmarks including ogbn-arxiv (169K nodes, 1.2M edges), Reddit (233K348

nodes, 11.6M edges), and ogbn-products (2.4M nodes, 61.9M edges) from [20, 44]. See Appendix H349

for the implementation details.350

Proof-of-Concept Experiments: (1) Errors of gradient-learned PTS coefficients: In Fig. 1a,351

we train the PTS coefficients to approximate the sigmoid activated σ(CXW ) to evaluate its ap-352

proximation power to the ground-truth activation. The relative errors are comparable to those of353

the coreset-based method. (2) Slow-change phenomenon of LSH hash tables: In Fig. 1b (left),354

we count the changes of the hash table constructed from an unsketched hidden representation for355

each epoch, characterized by the Hamming distances between consecutive updates. The changes356

drop rapidly as training progresses, indicating that apart from the beginning of training, the hash357

codes of most nodes do not change at each update. (3) Sampled triplet loss for learnable LSH:358

In Fig. 1b (right), we verify the effectiveness of our update mechanism for LSH hash functions, as359

the learned hash table gradually approaches the “ground truth”, i.e., the hash table constructed from360

the unsketched hidden representation.361
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Efficiency of Sketch-GNNs. For efficiency measures, we are interested in the comparison to362

Coarsening, as both approaches achieve sublinear training time at the cost of some preprocessing363

overheads. We use a 3-layer GCN as the backbone and set the sketch ratios (c/n, ratio of sketch364

dimension c to graph size n) of both algorithms to c/n = 0.1, meaning that the coarsened graph365

contains n/10 nodes. We measure their preprocessing time, average epoch training time, and peak366

training memory, as reported in Table 1. Although not rigorously comparable, we also set the mini-367

batch size of GraphSAINT and VQ-GNN to b = n/10. We report the average epoch training time and368

peak training memory for each method and the "full-graph" training baseline. In addition to Table 1,369

the following are also recorded: (1) Coarsening requires 980 MB to preprocess ogbn-arxiv, whereas370

Sketch-GNN only requires 539 MB. (2) Our preprocessing on the largest dataset, ogbn-product (2.4M371

nodes), takes only 414s. (3) The wallclock time for the validation accuracy to reach 99% of its best is372

88± 8s for SketchGCN, which is shorter than VQ-GNN’s 103± 11s and GraphSAINT’s 120± 4s.373

From Table 1 and the aforementioned results, we can draw four important conclusions: (1) Sketch-374

GNN achieves the fastest average epoch time. The coarsened graph is typically much denser and375

increases the time required for message passing. (2) Sketch-GNN usually converges faster than376

GraphSAINT and VQ-GNN. (3) Our preprocessing time is significantly less than that of Coarsening.377

Coarsening suffers from an extremely long preprocessing time, rendering the training speed-ups378

meaningless. Moreover, our preprocessing time scales well with graph size and sparsity. (4) We also379

require less preprocessing memory as sketching is linear/multi-linear operation and usually preserves380

sparsity. (5) Sketch-GNN often requires more training memory than Coarsening in order to maintain381

the copies of sketches and additional data structures, although these memory overheads are small.382

Performance of Sketch-GNNs. We first compare the performance of Sketch-GNN with Coarsening383

under various sketch ratios to understand how their performance is affected by the memory bottleneck.384

In Table 2, we report the test accuracy of both approaches on ogbn-arxiv, with a 3-layer GCN,385

GraphSAGE, or GAT as the backbone and a sketch ratio of 0.1, 0.2, or 0.4. We see there are386

significant performance degradations when applying Coarsening to GraphSAGE and GAT, even under387

sketch ratio 0.4, indicating that Coarsening may be compatible only with specific GNNs (GCN and388

APPNP as explained in [22]). In contrast, the performance drops of Sketch-GNN are always small389

across all architectures, even when the sketch ratio is 0.1. Therefore, our approach generalizes to390

more GNN architectures and consistently outperforms the Coarsening method.391

We move on to compare Sketch-GNN with linearized GNNs (SGC), sampling-based (GraphSAINT),392

and historical-embedding-based (VQ-GNN) methods. In Table 3, we report the performance of393

SGC, the “full-graph” training (oracle), GraphSAINT and VQ-GNN with mini-batch size 50K394

(their performance is not affected by the choice of mini-batch size if it is not too small), and395

Sketch-GNN with appropriate sketch ratios (0.4 on ogbn-arxiv, 0.3 on Reddit, and 0.2 on ogbn-396

product). From Table 3, we confirm that, with an appropriate sketch ratio, the performance of397

Sketch-GNN is always close to the “full-graph” oracle and competitive with the other scalable398

approaches. Impressively, the needed sketch ratio c/n for Sketch-GNN to achieve competitive399

performance reduces as graph size grows. This further illustrates that, as previously indicated, the400

required training complexities (to get acceptable performance) are sublinear to the graph size.401

Ablation Studies: (1) Dependence of sketch dimension c on graph size n. Although the theoretical402

approximation error increases under smaller sketch ratio c/n, we observe competitive experimental403

results with smaller c/n especially on large graphs. In practice, the sketch-ratio required to maintain404

“full-graph” model performance decreases with n, as verified in Table 3: c/n = 0.4 is needed on ogbn-405

arxiv with 169K nodes but c/n = 0.2 is adequate on ogbn-product with 2.45M nodes. (2) Learned406

Sketches versus Fixed Sketches. We find that learned sketches can improve the performance407

of all models and on all datasets. Under sketch-ratio c/n = 0.2, the Sketch-GCN with learned408

sketches achieves 0.7004± 0.0096 accuracy on ogbn-arxiv while fixed randomized sketches degrade409

performance to 0.6649± 0.0106.410

6 Conclusion411

We present Sketch-GNN, a sketch-based GNN training framework with sublinear training time and412

memory complexities. Our main contributions are (1) approximating nonlinear operations in GNNs413

using polynomial tensor sketch (PTS) and (2) updating sketches using learnable locality sensitive414

hashing (LSH). Our novel framework has the potential to be applied to other architectures and415

applications where the amount of data makes training even simple models impractical.416
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